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Report For Marchwood Parish Council 
March 2013 

Highways 

The service seems to be under a lot of pressure right now, with drainage problems and pot-holes 

being the major concern. 

I’m reporting a lot of things, far more than is being done ! I have asked if the Pooks Green 

scheme can be brought forward as soon as possible. The government have given HCC more 

funds to spend on highways, but I haven’t yet seen any sign improvements locally. Indeed, the 

quality of some of the pot hole repairs leave a lot to be desired. 

Grants  

I have previously reported on grants I have awarded to local organisations. I have spent nearly 

all my entire budget, much of it for Marchwood based organisations. There is now a period, on 

the run up to the elections on May 2nd, when there will be no access to grants. 

Buses 

We recently had another meeting of the Marchwood Bus Users Focus group. The major service 

issue that came up was complaints from residents (again in Pooks Green!) about the speed of 

buses. Both companies have agreed to make drivers more aware of the concerns. The group will 

re-visit the problem if things don’t improve. 

There did seem a strong likelihood that some bus services might be withdrawn in the future, on 

the basis that there is insufficient business to support two companies running things on a 

commercial basis. The group did offer helpful advice to the operators about how best they could 

both maintain a service, by running at times when demand is greatest. 

Sea Mounting Centre 

We seem to have had a fairly clear statement from the government about the future of the only 

military port in the UK, right here on our doorstep and the prospect of keeping our military 

presence here. Good news, I think and an endorsement of our efforts in putting together a 

delegation to visit the Minister at Whitehall. 

Cycle / Walk Link – Marchwood to Totton 

The news that Barker Mills have indicated a willingness to release some land for the link will be 

universally welcomed. There is of course, a lot of work still to do! I commend Sustrans to you as 

being the best partner likely to deliver the project. If I am still the County Councillor after May 

2nd, I would like to help in anyway I can to support what I think will be a tremendous project. 

Marchwood ERF 

I regret that I was unable to attend the last liaison meeting, particularly as it was the first one for a 

very long time. I just wanted to put down a marker though, about plans Southampton City Council 

have to take advantage of the facility. It seems they are happy for us to dispose of the city waste, 
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but they also want to take away the heat generated, piping it under the water, to heat homes in 

the city. 

Some, might agree with my view that Marchwood residents should get some benefit from any 

arrangement that means “local people” are to enjoy low cost heating. MPC may want to find out 

exactly what is being proposed here before any plans are firmed up. 

 


